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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE CENTER 

The Green Infrastructure 
Center’s  mission is to help 
communities evaluate their 
green assets and manage 
them to maximize ecological, 
economic and cultural 
returns.  
We do this by: 
Building landscape models 
Teaching courses and workshops  
Research into new methodologies 

 
www.gicinc.org 
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  Where We Work 
Launched in Virginia, the 
GIC has conducted 18 
projects from multi-county 
regions, to counties, cities, 
towns and watersheds.  

GIC also has projects in 
New York, New Jersey 
Arkansas, North Carolina, 
South Carolina as well as 
research projects for large 
regions.  

We can build a landscape 
model for any state at any 
scale. 

To view GIC’s projects and 
case studies visit: 
www.gicinc.org/projects 
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Today’s Agenda 
 

9:00  Welcome and Introductions 
9:10  What is green infrastructure and how does it 
 help you plan better?  
9:50  Hands on Practice #1  Natural Assets – Plan for 
 the County Scale 
10:45 Hands on Practice #2  Natural Assets -- 
 Connect the urban landscape  
11:45 Making the Case to Decision Makers – Gaining 
 support 
12:00 Adjourn – Whew! 
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Slide Show Topics 
 

 Why we need to plan better 
 Green infrastructure defined 
 Green infrastructure planning  
 Planning at multiple scales 
 Key messages 
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Where to develop? 
 
Smart 
Growth = 
Using 
Existing (grey)  
Infrastructure 
 
 
But is this enough? 
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Typical plan = 
Save ½ 
Build ½ 
 
 

While this approach 
is simple, it does not 
conserve our best 
resources.  
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Need to consider: 
What are all 
the assets? 
 

Grey + Green = 
Smart + Green 
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Impacts of poor/no planning on environment  

Traffic congestion 
Water quality 
Air quality 
Loss of critical 
habitat 
Loss of working 
lands 

While you viewed this slide, America lost another 3 acres of open space 
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Infrastructure (n): the substructure or underlying foundation…on which the 
continuance and growth of a community or state depends. 

Infrastructure: What’s in a name? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like gray infrastructure (roads, utilities, schools, etc) – green infrastructure enables our basic ecological function
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At left, Washington DC’s gray infrastructure including buildings and roads. 
Classified satellite imagery at right adds a green infrastructure data layer 
(trees and other vegetation).  Source: American Forests 

What is Green Infrastructure? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In green infrastructure planning we look at the community from a natural systems perspective -- evaluating and restoring natural underpinnings of the built environment to create healthful and resilient communities – both ecosystems and “peoplesystems”.
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Term Origin … 
 

 
Florida coined the term 
“Green Infrastructure.” 
in a 1994 report to the 
governor on land 
conservation 
strategies.  
 

It was  intended to 
reflect the notion that 
natural systems are 
important components 
of our “infrastructure.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Green Infrastructure Precedents: Florida Ecological Network ProjectFlorida’s leadership in strategic conservation planning and green infrastructure dates to the 1970s, and the state’s green infrastructure initiative has served as the model for most green infrastructure projects in the nation, including analyses by the states of Maryland and Virginia, the New Jersey Conservation Foundation, the Saginaw Bay Greenways Collaborative, the Chesapeake Bay Program, and U.S. EPA. The state’s green infrastructure efforts date to 1991, when several nonprofit organizations and citizens collaborated to develop the Florida Greenways program. In 1994, the program’s successor, the Florida Greenways Commission, issued a report, which called for a greenways system comprised of two networks: an Ecological Network, consisting of ecological hubs, linkages and sites along rivers, coastlines and across watersheds; and a Recreational/Cultural Network, with trail corridors connecting parks, urban areas, working landscapes and cultural/historic sites.In 1995, the greenways initiative transitioned from an NGO-led program to a government-based program, funded by the state legislature, led by the Florida Greenways Coordinating Council (FGCC), and with the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) as the state’s lead agency. FDEP contracted with the University of Florida to develop the physical design of a statewide greenways system. Today, FDEP’s Office of Greenways & Trails (OGT) is working to establish a statewide system of greenways and trails for recreation, conservation, and alternative transportation based on the findings of this work. 
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When Did Green Infrastructure Definition Expand? 
 

2006: EPA begins calling integrated best management practices 
(previously referred to as Low Impact Development strategies) 
“Green Infrastructure.”  This led to confusion!    
 
The key is to first protect your natural assets, build in the least 
impactful manner and then, mitigate your impacts.  First 
conservation, then mitigation. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Rain gardens Permeable pavers No mow zones 
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Trees – the original green 
infrastructure!  
 
Trees give us cleaner air, shade, 
beauty and stormwater benefits at 
a cost that is far cheaper than 
engineered systems! 
 
A typical street tree can intercept in 
its crown, ranges from 760 gallons 
to 4000 gallons per tree per year, 
depending on species. That means 
less flooding! 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Think of a Locality’s Resources as Natural Assets  
Includes all landscape elements that support our existence.    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An interconnected network of a wide range of landscape elements needed for environmental, social, and economic sustainability
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Natural Assets Also Support Cultural Assets 
Natural assets support the landscape context for historic and recreation features.    

Presenter
Presentation Notes


http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=SlrWcOaUeL8DAM&tbnid=JgHj-xwCaxiz4M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://projects.ajc.com/gallery/view/metro/historicperil1015/&ei=kCdgUqjxOvbJ4AOZgoG4Bg&bvm=bv.54176721,d.dmg&psig=AFQjCNGTn2idSs6frW3_3M7rECcpmhMS8A&ust=1382119686246563
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this scenario, the landscape around this historic building was not considered and a gas station was allowed to be built here.
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 Traditional 
Development 

Green Infrastructure 
Based-Development 

   Plan for grey   
   infrastructure first (roads,   
   stormwater pipes) 

First, assess natural 
features and functions 
and protect them. 

   Green spaces in    
   leftover lands (e.g. steep  
   slopes and floodplains) 

Plan for parks, trails, 
habitat connections 
before siting buildings.  

   Work within confines of  
   parcel = pocket parks,  
   inner trails, gated     
   systems 

Connect land and water 
habitats to region and 
across ownerships 
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Clustering = 
setting buildings 
closer together 
to conserve 
green space 
Within a subdivision, 
clustering can add to open 
spaces and provide an 
amenity for wildlife and 
recreation. But which land is 
protected and how it is 
connected are critical.   
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We can keep land connected with development but only if we 
plan at a larger scale. 
 

 
The problem of clusters that don’t look beyond  parcel boundaries 
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   Existing      
riparian 
buffer 

Parcel Scale Example #2 
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Parcel Strategy: strategic conservation 

   Conventional 
Development 
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Parcel Strategy Ex: strategically conserving green infrastructure 

   Existing      
riparian buffer 
preserved by 
clustering 
development  
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Parcel Strategy: Comparison 

# of Lots # of Lots 
Parcel 
(acres) 

Conventional Development                   
(1 lot/acre) 

Clustered Development    
(1.5 lots acre) 

A (32) 26 39 
B (38) 30 45 
Total 56 84 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graphic is based on a scenario developed for Accomack County under their existing cluster ordinance. The left image shows the potential for conventional development to disturb the green infrastructure. Conventional development, under Village Residential zoning, may be constructed at 1 lot per buildable acre. Although development is not permitted inside the protection zone, there is no requirement for conserving open space outside of the protection zone and so the green infrastructure corridor may be destroyed in order to achieve the maximum buildable potential of the property - 26 lots on Parcel A and 30 lots on Parcel B. Notice that the development area (shown in orange) extends all the way to the edge of the required RPA and that the green infrastructure network could become fractured by the development.The image on the right shows the potential for clustered development to conserve the green infrastructure network. Clustered development may be constructed at 1.5 lots per buildable acre and requires that 40% of the buildable land be conserved as open space. Notice that the development area is balanced in this example with a 40% conservation area (shown in grey stippling) that closely follows the green infrastructure network. Although the conservation area does not cover the entire network, it conserves the majority of the corridor. In the remaining development areas, Parcel A has the potential for 39 lots and Parcel B has the potential for 45 lots. For more on this project please visit http://www.gicinc.org/accomack.htm
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They need to have better data for decision making.  We tell them: 
You don’t write blank checks so you shouldn’t give away resources 
without knowing their value.  Most people will not choose to be 
without information when given the choice. 
A map of key forests or a green infrastructure map does not make 
one do something, but it does help with establishing priorities. 
 

 
 
 
 

Why Do Planners Need Better Information? 
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Benefits of Conserving Green Infrastructure  
 Conserving working lands such 

as farms and forests, that 
contribute to the economy. 

 Protecting and preserving    
water quality and supply. 

 Providing cost-effective 
stormwater management and 
hazard mitigation. 

 Preserving biodiversity and 
wildlife habitat. 

 Improving public health, quality of 
life and recreation networks. 
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Green Infrastructure Planning For A Connected 
Landscape  

It’s about 
connecting the 
landscape!  
Not just key 
habitats but 
how we 
connect them! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Green infrastructure planning connects intact habitat blocks through a network of corridors to allow people, wildlife and plants to move across the landscape.  A connected landscape makes species less susceptible to extinction while allowing for both conservation and recreation.
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How to Calculate Interior Habitat”                    
Is it a habitat core?           

Take  a distance of 2-3 “canopy heights” from 
the edge. Then, multiply by 3 to get edge ~ 100 
feet.   

Subtract the edge zone from total area to get 
remaining “interior habitat.” Is it enough to be a 
core? 

If smaller, it may still be a key “patch” or “site.” 

Interior = Total Area – 3(h) 

Ideal interior ≥ 100 acres 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Subtract the edge to determine whether there is enough “interior habitat” = habitat different from the surrounding area. Large areas of similar habitat that differ from surroundings are a “core.”  This rule of thumb for size applies to the eastern U.S.  The western landscapes require larger cores.
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 Who Prefers Interior Forest Cores?     

Birds, e.g. cerulean warbler, 
Scarlet tanager 

Mammals, e.g. black bear, 
bobcat, n. flying squirrel 

Amphibians, e.g. spotted 
salamander  
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Dividing a large 
core into two 
smaller cores = 
less interior 
habitat 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Removes interior habitatReduces interior species populationReduces diversity of interior species 
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More Edge = More Impact Zones 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Edge allows air, wind and potential human disturbance to impact the core.  The more edge there is, the more impact potential there is.
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Edge allows invasive species to cause 
trouble. Some species take advantage 

of the edge area. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The brown headed cow bird nests at edges and lays its eggs in other birds nests.  They outcompete other birds and over time take over.  One brown headed cow bird can lay 30 eggs a year.
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Bigger is better and shape matters too.   
The above images show edge area and interior.  Notice which have the 
most interior. 

 Core Shape Matters    
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Type of Edge Matters Too! 
The hard edge (top) is not as conducive to supporting 

species’ diversity as the bottom soft (more gradual) edge. 
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Who can use the corridors? (300 meters is ideal…) 
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Corridors May Not Be Uniform.           
The ideal is 100 meters of safe space in the middle 

and 100 meters of edge.                               

minimum width = 300 meters wide 
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When Direct Corridors Are Lost, Some 
Species Can Still Hop Across. 
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If cores or 
patches are too 
far apart, or if a 

core is lost, 
species may 

become 
isolated and 
decline over 

time. 

When Cores Are Lost, Species May Decline 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When corridors or cores and patches are lost, species lose safe space to navigate the landscape.  Isolation can lead to decline over time.  For example, if a disease wipes out a species in one area, the area may not be repopulated if species from other areas cannot reach it.  Sometimes these areas are called “sinks” – areas that essentially become an island because there are no safe or accessible patches or corridors to navigate to the area.  Sometimes development can isolate an area and block species movement.
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Cores May Need to Be Updated 

If a core is developed, the fragmented 
landscape may no longer constitute a core. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fragmentation is the breaking up of the landscape into smaller and smaller areas.  Fragmentation is caused by development, roads or other features that fragment the landscape.
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 Models Can Be Built for States or Counties 
  

A model allows you to locate, rank, evaluate and 
conserve your green infrastructure resources. 

 
Models can be built with readily available state and 

national data. 
 
Building a model requires the use of Geographic 

Information Systems (GIS) to combine and overlay 
data to reveal patterns. 

 
However, if you do not have a model, common sense – 

looking for large blocks of habitat and corridors 
between them – is still a good approach. 
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All cores are not equal. We also rank them (size and other factors). 
Soil Diversity (USDA 
STATSGO/SSURGO) Total Area 

Depth of  Interior 

Species Diversity 

Rare, Threatened, Endangered 
species 

Length of  Streams Within 
Interior Forest 

Area of  Wetlands and Dunes 

Topographic Relief  Index 

Area of   Surface Water/Aquatic 
Habitat 

Fragmentation Index 

Core 
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 Zoning Tools and Comp Plans 
 Park and open space planning  
 I.d. lands for PDR or TDR programs 
 New ordinance development 
 Species protection  
 Heritage tourism and viewsheds 
 Easements 
 Transportation plans: roads/trails  
 Land management 

 

 
 

Green Infrastructure Planning Applications 

Public 

Private 

Regulatory Voluntary 
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Land use controls: zoning 
 States have broad “residual” power to legislate 

for the health, safety, morals and general 
welfare of their citizens. Also called the “police 
powers” and provides the authority for zoning. 

 States usually delegate these police powers to 
localities, but state law still takes precedence 
over local laws.   

 As part of these “police powers” we have the 
ability to prevent “nuisance.” Zoning can use 
the police powers to prevent nuisance.  

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the U.S. – the Constitution takes precedence over state constitutional or statutory law.  However, most land use laws are state statutes or local ordinances.  Zoning is not required. Some states do not have zoning and some counties in GA do not have zoning. For more see: https://smartech.gatech.edu/bitstream/handle/1853/22430/To%20Be%20or%20Not%20To%20Be%20Zoned%20FINAL.pdf
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Identify Lands for PDR or TDR 
 
Purchase of Development Rights: 
 
What land, where and why? 

  e.g. Beaufort, Suffolk have ordinances 

 
Transfer of Development Rights:                                      
 
Where to send from (sending zone) and                               
to (receiving zone)?  
  e.g. Town of Bluffton has an ordinance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(most successful program in Montgomery County Maryland more than 40,000 acres)http://www.nnrg.org/news-events/news/king-county-transfer-of-development-rights-programhttp://www.ci.redmond.wa.us/insidecityhall/planning/compplanning/transfer2.asp South Carolina’s Tools:https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=sc+purchase+of+development+rightsTown of Bluffton TDR Program: http://www.townofbluffton.sc.gov/government/departments/growthmanagement/Documents/TDR/C.1.i.%20%20%20TOB%20Ordinance%202007-19%20Transfer%20of%20Development%20Rights.pdf
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Where might future 
parks be located 
based on population 
centers, need to 
protect key habitats 
or species, 
opportunities to 
increase recreation 
or site interpretation? 
 

 Park and Open Space Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As residential population increases, so will demand for open space and recreation.Parks can meet multiple values: recreation, economic, ecological, drinking water supply protection, buffering urban or industrial areas, site remediation etc.Pair park sites with population areas as well as choosing lands more suitable for natural areas than development.
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1) Set Your Goals: What does your community value? 

 
2) Review Data – What do we know or need to know, to map identified values? 
Combine the state modeled data with local data. 
 
3) Map Your Community’s Ecological and Cultural Assets – Based on the goals 
established in Step One and data from Step Two.  
 
4) Risk Assessment – What assets are most at risk and what could be lost if no 
action is taken?  
 
5) Rank Your Assets and Determine Opportunities – Based on those assets and 
risks you have identified, which ones should be restored or improved?  
 
6) Implement Opportunities – Include natural asset maps in both daily and long-
range planning (park planning, comp plans, zoning, tourism and economic 
development, seeking easements etc) 

Six Step Process 
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Exercise #1: 
Simulated Plan 
for the County 

Scale 
 

Hands-on Practice 
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How Do We Link Up and Down In Scale? 

smaller scales change focus 
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Example Map 
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Trees and woodlots 
 
Habitat patches 
 
Streams and wetlands 
 
Trails and smaller parks 
 
Still can connect to larger networks … 

 Smaller Scales … 
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How Can We Link to the Parcel/Site Scale? 
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How Can We Link to the Parcel/Site Scale? 
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Vacant parcels provide corridor opportunities to re-
green and reconnect the urban landscape. 
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If each parcel leaves or replants a green strip, they can be connected for form 
a corridor – urban greenway trails can be created within an urban fabric. 
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Look for ways existing parcels could link to greenways. 
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Richmond 
City: Develop citywide green infrastructure 
network based on suitability of vacant 
parcels. 
 
Planning District: Create interactive 
database to evaluate suitability of vacant 
parcels for various goals. 
 
Neighborhood: Develop concept plans and 
prototypes to connect neighborhoods to the 
city’s green infrastructure network. 
 
Project: Provide case studies and strategies 
that can be implemented to enhance 
Richmond’s green infrastructure network. 

Case Example: Planning Across Scales 
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First: Richmond Regional Planning District Commission  
maps city green assets = city green print 
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• Water Resources 
• Conservation Lands 
• Sustainable Features 
• Parks & Recreation 
• Transportation 
• Heritage & Culture 

Resources 

Image Source: Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 

What Are the Green Infrastructure Assets? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What did we look at in the City of Richmond?Examples of green assets in an urban situationWater: 	wetlands	Floodplain	Resource Protection Area	Resource Management Area	Impaired waters (DEQ)Conservation Lands:	Cemeteries	Rare, Threatened, Endangered Species	DCR Conserved Lands	DCR-NH Ecological Core Model	Priority Conservation AreasSustainable Features, Parks & Recreation	Birding & Wildlife Trails	Parks	farmers markets	community gardens	green roofs	green alleys	green streets	walking trails (in and out of parks)Transportation:	Hiking & Biking Trails	Scenic Byways	Bicycle & Pedestrian LOSHeritage & Culture:	historic districts	historic walking tours	historic sites and structures
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City Green Print 
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October  2010 

City Land Cover: 
 

42% Tree Canopy 

23% Other Vegetation 

24% Non-Building 
Impervious 

11% Building 
Impervious 
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Are there opportunities to re-green 
Richmond? 
 
2009 regional green infrastructure assessment revealed a significant decline of green 
infrastructure over the last decade due to sprawling development outside the city. 
 
The City of Richmond includes over 9,000 vacant parcels. 
 
Many sites can become a resource for expanding the green infrastructure network 
and enhancing neighborhoods. 
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Vacant parcel inventory, 
grouped by: 

• vacant lots 

• vacant structures 
• vacant properties 
   (parcels that have 
    unknown status) 
 
= 9000 vacant parcels 

City: Citywide Vacancy 
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These parcels met criteria that support 
the following goals: 
 
• Protect Priority Conservation Areas 
• Improve water quality  
• Increase park access 
• Support greenway development 
• Identify network opportunities 

Potential citywide 
green infrastructure 
network based on 
ecological suitability 
of vacant parcels 
through the city.  
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Green Infrastructure Toolkit:                 
what to do at the site scale 
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Exercise #2: Working With 
Urban Scale Data 
Hands on practice 
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James 
River 

Upper Goode’s Creek 
Watershed 

Demonstration Watershed: Goode’s Creek Watershed 
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Richmond City 
Watershed Plans 
 
 Mitigate flooding 
 Prevent stream 

bank erosion 
 Improve in-stream 

water quality 
 Maintain assets 
 Comply with 

mandates to end 
Combined Sewer 
Overflows 
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Water flow strategies 
How do we make this…          function like this? 
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Neighborhood Scale: 
 Bellemeade Creek Corridor in Richmond, VA 
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Urban Trails to School 
 
Within the span of one generation, 
the percentage of children walking or 
bicycling to school has dropped from 
50% in 1969 to just 13% in 2009. 
Safe Routes to School National Partnership 2012  
 
Yet just 20-30 minutes of exercise 
per day can dramatically increase 
both health and attention spans!      
American Journal of Cardiology, 2007 
 
In Bellemeade, 80 percent of 
children live within a 10-15 minute 
walk of the new green school  
opened in Jan. 2013. 
 
We are looking to re-green their 
urban routes and to create new 
access to school through the park! 
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City Owned Land Adjacent to A New Green School                              
Can we restore the site to meet ecological and recreational needs? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This park is right next to the new Oak Grove Bellemeade School in southside Richmond, which opened in 2013. This park will become a habitat restoration demonstration site and outdoor learning lab.
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A Watershed Coalition was 
formed to focus the efforts.  

Clean Environment and 
Healthy Waters Green Streets Safe Walkable 

Communities 

Parks and Green Spaces Blight to Beautification Urban Forest 
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Storm Drain Labeling & Rainbarrels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
83 markers installed by James River Association and community volunteers who also cleaned storm drains. Also many rainbarrels!
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Student Contributions 
Many projects can be studied and designed with 

volunteers. University students have developed 
many projects such as: 

 
Urban tree canopy assessments 
Creek restoration and daylighting 
New trail designs and standards 
Stream buffer ordinances 
Habitat cores and corridor maps 
Heritage trails and mobile apps 
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Student 
Studies: 
Regional 
Park Idea    
(not yet funded) 

This design by UVA 
Planners Abby Ness and 
Liz Russell (2013 grads) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://frac.org/initiatives/hunger-and-obesity/why-are-low-income-and-food-insecure-people-vulnerable-to-obesity/
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Regional Park Idea 

61 acres owned by 
CSX 

 
Zoned Industrial 
 
Separated from school 

by busy road. 
 
Potential Rail To Trail 

venture* 
 

Rail Line 

*A rail trail is the conversion of a railway easement into a 
multi-use path, typically for walking and cycling. 
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CSX line looking South towards Clopton 
Yard, used today as a switching lead 

Shops Yard, on the south bank of the  
James River in the early 20th century 

Fuel tanks near Shops Yard in 1970s. 

ACL Pacific on the Meadow-Clompton  
line (the James River Branch) in 1950 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.railsinvirginia.com/abandoned/acl/shops_yard/photos.htmlhttp://www.railwayshop.com/signs/acl.jpgJames River Branch Document
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Park  
Plan 

Rail Trail + 
Exploratory 
Paths 

Educational 
Signage 

Nature Play 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional considerations here:Safety and AccessibilityLack of eyes on streetVandalism, securityTrains and car traffic
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Explore  
+ Learn 

III. 
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Messaging the Benefits of 
Green Asset Protection 
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Social Marketing 
Social marketing arose as a 
discipline in the 1970s, when 
Philip Kotler and Gerald Zaltman 
applied the same marketing 
principles used to sell products to 
consumers to now sell ideas, 
attitudes and behaviors. Social 
marketing seeks to influence 
social behaviors to benefit the 
target audience and the general 
society. 
 
 
Adapted from “What is Social Marketing”, by Nedra Kline 
Weinreich, http://www.social-marketing.com/Whatis.html 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example for the Chesapeake Bay in Virginia is “Save the crabs, then eat them.”   This blends a positive and fun slant on saving the Blue Crab and appeals to a wider audience than just conservationists.   But the most familiar social marketing icon for to all foresters is Smokey Bear who admonished all of us to take personal responsibility for our forests.
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Positive Messages 
Positive messages sell while negatives do not. 
 

So if you want to save a forest, it would be more 
effective to say, “Conserve large connected 
tracts of forest whenever possible to ensure the 
best possible wildlife conservation” rather than 
saying things such as,  

 

“Don’t fragment the forest.” or “Stop building in the 
woods.”  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This research on positive messaging is born out by studies from the literature such as Patricia L. Winter, Brad J. Sagarin, Kelton Rhoads, Daniel W. Barrett and Robert B. Cialdini. Choosing to Encourage or Discourage: Perceived Effectiveness of Prescriptive Versus Proscriptive Messages. Environmental Management, Vol. 26, No. 6. December200 pp. 589-594Winter, Patricia L., Cialdini, Robert B., Sagarin, Brad J.  An Analysis of Normative Messages in Signs at Recreation Areas. Journal of Interpretation Research.  Vol. 3, No. 1, Winter 1998. pp.39-47.
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All of these values can be sold 
to planners as Ecosystem 
Services: things we can have 
for FREE if only we identify 
them and work to conserve 
them! 
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Trees Save Water Treatment Costs  
 
Forest cover protects surface water sources 
and aquifer recharge zones and reduces the 
cost of drinking water treatment. American 
Water Works Association found a 10% 
increase in forest cover reduced chemical 
and treatment costs for drinking water by 
20%. (Ernst et al. 2004)  
 

Key Message: Trees = cheaper water 
treatment 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Study link: http://www.ci.slc.ut.us/Utilities/NewsEvents/pdf/Op0504_1.pdf
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Trees provide more attractive areas 
for development, historic districts, 
commercial areas opportunities for 
people to interact with nature.  

 

A study by the University of 
Washington  found that people 
shopped longer and more often in 
tree-lined retail areas and spent 
about 12 percent more money. 

 

Key message: Trees = more 
tax revenue even in developed 
commercial districts! 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Tree Canopy Values  
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Green Assets = Real Estate $$$ 
$ Having a park within 1,500 feet of a home 

increased its sale price between $845 - $2,262 (in 
2000 dollars).  Economic Benefits of Recreation, Open Space, Recreation Facilities and 
Walkable Community Design, 2010 

$ The larger the park, the more significant the 
property value increase. (ibid) 

Key message: Parks = better tax base = $! 

$ Large natural forest areas have a greater positive 
impact on nearby property prices than smaller 
urban parks or developed parks such as 
playgrounds, skate parks or golf courses.  

Bigger intact forests/natural areas = more $! 
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Real Estate $$$ 
$ National Association of Realtors Study 

(NAR) of homebuyers: 1-2% golfed, 5-
6% swim and more than 50% use paths.  

Key message: paths are most desired 
landscape feature. 

$ NAR says 57% of voters are more likely 
to purchase a home near to green 
space and 50% are willing to pay 10% 
more! 

Key message: keeping some green 
space allows same or better profit. 
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Small companies, especially those that 
are have well paid and skilled 
workforce place a strong importance 
on the “green” of the local 
environment.                             
Crompton Love and Moore, 1997 

The creative class: artists, media, 
lawyers, analysts, make up 30 percent 
of the U.S. workforce and they place a 
premium on outdoor recreation and 
access to nature.        Florida, 2002 

 

Key message: Natural assets 
attract better paid jobs and thus 
a better tax base = $ 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Job development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Picture is the waterfalls at the Ninestone Land Trust site where locals enjoy birding and hiking. Photo by Joe Neal.
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 Access to fitness opportunities. (addresses 
obesity, nature deficit disorders) 

 Clean air – trees absorb pollutants, VOCs, filter 
runoff, cool the city. (combat asthma) 

 Well being and mental health - -people heal faster 
when they can see or access green. (hospitals 
need this for patients, reduces absenteeism of 
workers) 

 Less crime occurs near trees. (issue especially for 
downtowns and public housing areas) 

 Employees will exercise if they can access green 
where they work and on the way to work. 
(addresses employee health) 

 
Key Message: Treed areas = healthy safer 

communities! 

Trees: for Health 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Below photo by Joe Neal.
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What are the meta messages here?  
Green infrastructure plans can… 

 Create good decisions since good decisions 
start with good data 

 Create and sustain a strong economy 
 Make you healthy and wealthy 
 Link everything you do together – it’s about 

integration -- not making more work 
 Make your locality smart AND green 
 Any others that you heard? 
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How do we think about landscapes or sites? Think 
strategically about conservation and development ….  
 
For new development: 
1) Is this the right site to develop?  
2) If yes, how do natural features connect to other sites? 
3) How can I minimize my site impacts (smaller footprint…) AND keep 

connections? 
4) Once I have the right site, have maximized its connections and protected 

sensitive landscape features, then and only then can I ask, how to 
mitigate the impacts (hint: use LID approaches with a decentralized, small 
footprint, integrated approach)!   Also, if previously impacted, consider 
restoring the natural features! 
 

In summary, first ask, how can we avoid disturbing natural resources, then 
second, if we must disturb some area, how can we minimize impacts and 
lastly, how can we mitigate the harm caused.   
So first, conservation and then, mitigation.  
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Hope you’ve made it this far… 

because, we are done! 
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GIC Inc. 
P.O, Box 317 

Charlottesville, VA, 22902 
434-249-2492 

firehock@gicinc.org 
 

www.gicinc.org 
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